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Estimation of Divergence Times for a Few
Mammalian and Several Primate Species
M. Nei and G. V. Glazko

Statistical methods for estimating divergence times by using multiprotein gamma
distances are discussed. When a large number of proteins are used, even a small
degree of deviation from the molecular clock hypothesis can be detected. In this
case, one may use the stem-lineage method for estimating divergence times. How-
ever, the estimates obtained by this method are often similar to those obtained by
the linearized tree method. Application of these methods to a dataset of 104 pro-
teins from several vertebrate species indicated that the divergence times between
humans and mice and between mice and rats are about 96 and 33 million years
(MY) ago, respectively. These estimates were obtained by assuming that birds and
mammals diverged 310 MY ago. Similarly application of the methods to the protein
sequence data from primate species indicated that the human lineage separated
from the chimpanzee, gorilla, Old World monkeys, and New World monkeys about
6.0, 7.0, 23.0, and 33.0 MY ago, respectively. In this case the use of two calibration
points, that is, the divergence time (13 MY ago) between humans and orangutans
and between primates and artiodactyls (90 MY ago) gave essentially the same es-
timates.

According to the molecular clock hypoth-
esis, the number of amino acid substitu-
tions in a protein increases roughly in pro-
portion to the time since divergence of the
two species compared (Margoliash 1963;
Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1962). Strictly
speaking, no gene or protein would evolve
at a constant rate for a long evolutionary
time, because gene function is likely to
change over time (Nei and Kumar 2000)
and the mutational and DNA repair mech-
anisms appear to vary among different
groups of organisms (Britten 1986). How-
ever, even if the substitution rate is not
strictly constant, it is still possible to ob-
tain rough estimates of divergence times,
and these estimates are very useful when
there is no reliable fossil record (Wilson et
al. 1977). Furthermore, if a gene evolves
excessively fast or slow in a few evolution-
ary lineages, one can eliminate these lin-
eages and estimate divergence times for
the rest of the species (Takezaki et al.
1995). The accuracy of time estimates is
expected to increase as the number of
genes or proteins used increases, and in
recent years many authors have used mul-
tiple genes or proteins for this purpose
(e.g., Doolittle et al. 1996; Kumar and
Hedges 1998; Murphy et al. 2001; Wray et
al. 1996).

There are several statistical methods for
estimating divergence times, but the the-
oretical basis of the methods is not well
understood when multiple genes are used.
Nei et al. (2001) recently examined the re-
liability of different methods for estimat-
ing divergence times and reached the con-
clusion that the phylogenetic tree for the
species to be used first should be estab-
lished and the divergence times estimated
by using the multiprotein (or multigene)
or the weighted average gamma distances
(see below). These methods are called the
concatenated distance (CD) approach.
This is different from the commonly used
individual protein or gene ( IP or IG) ap-
proach, in which the divergence time for
a pair of species is estimated from each
protein and the average of the times for
all proteins is used as the final estimate.

In this article we present the computa-
tional procedures of the CD and IP meth-
ods in some detail and apply the methods
for estimating the divergence times for a
few mammalian and several primate spe-
cies.

Methods of Estimating Divergence
Times
Individual Protein (IP) Approach
In the past, most investigators have used
a method that is called the IP approach
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Figure 1. Phylogeny of the five vertebrate species used. (A) NJ tree constructed using multiprotein gamma
distance (dMG) for 104 protein sequences. (B) Linearized tree. R: root.

(Ayala et al. 1998; Feng et al. 1997; Gu 1998;
Kumar and Hedges 1998; O’hUigin and Li
1992). In this approach, the estimate of di-
vergence time is computed for each pro-
tein (or gene) and the average of the es-
timates over all proteins is used as the
final estimate. Consider Figure 1A, in
which a phylogenetic tree for five species
is given. Here, a, b, c, d, e, and f stand for
the least-squares estimates of branch
lengths (number of amino acid substa-
tions) for a protein. Species 5 is used as
an outgroup to determine the root of the
tree for the remaining sequences, and
therefore the branch length estimate for
this branch is not given. Here we assume
that the topology of the tree for the five
species has been established from other
information. To estimate divergence times
between species, it is convenient to con-
struct a linearized tree (Takezaki et al.
1995), in which the branch lengths are re-
estimated under the assumption of a con-
stant-rate evolution (Figure 1B). When
this linearized tree is constructed, a time-
scale for the tree is produced to estimate
divergence times (t1 and t2). This timescale
can be obtained by computing the rate of
amino acid substitution per year (r) by us-
ing the known divergence time and the
corresponding branch length estimate for
a pair of species or species clusters.

For example, if T is the calibration point

in Figure 1B, the rate of amino acid sub-
stitution can be estimated by r̂ � b̂3/T,
where b̂3 is the branch length estimate for
species 4 after divergence from species 1,
2, and 3 in the linearized tree (Figure 1B).
(When there are two or more calibration
points, r can also be obtained by the re-
gression coefficient method; Takahashi et
al. 2000). When this rate is obtained, we
can estimate t1 by

t̂1 � b̂1/r̂ � (b̂1/b̂3)T. (1)

Here the estimates b̂1, b̂2, and b̂3 can be
obtained from pairwise distances by using
Takezaki et al.’s (1995) method. Similarly
the estimate of t2 is given by t̂2 � b̂2/r̂ �
(b̂2/b̂3)T. The variances of t̂1 or t̂2 can be
obtained by Takezaki et al.’s method or by
the bootstrap method (Su and Nei 1999).
Before the construction of a linearized
tree, it is customary to conduct a statisti-
cal test of the molecular clock hypothesis
and eliminate species that evolved exces-
sively fast or slow. This test can be done
by using Takezaki et al.’s U statistic.

When there are data from n different
proteins, the average of t̂1 s for all proteins
is used as an estimate of t̂1. That is,

b̂ b̂ b̂ T11 12 1kt̂ � � � ··· � , (2)1 [ ]b̂ b̂ b̂ k31 32 3k

where b̂1i and b̂3i are estimates of b1 and
b3, respectively, for the ith protein, and k

is the total number of proteins used. The-
oretically, however, t̂1 obtained in this way
tends to give biased estimates of t1, even
if the branch length estimates (numbers of
amino acid substitutions) for each protein
are unbiased (Nei et al. 2001). Particularly
when one knows t1 and wants to estimate
T, where T � t1, the bias of the estimate
tends to be upward.

Although the Poisson correction (PC)
distance (Nei and Kumar 2000) appears to
give sufficiently accurate estimates of di-
vergence times (Nei 1987) when protein
sequences are closely related, the time es-
timates are usually obtained by using the
following PC gamma distance

d � a[(1 � p)�1/a � 1], (3)

where a is the shape parameter of the
gamma distribution (gamma parameter)
and decreases as the variation of r among
sites increases (Nei et al. 1976; Ota and
Nei 1994). A convenient way of estimating
a is to use Gu and Zhang’s (1997) method.

If â is an estimate of a rather than a con-
stant, the variance of d is given by

V(d) � V (d)1

�1/a� V(â) (1 � p)[
2

1
� 1 � ln(1 � p) � 1 ,� � ]a

(4)

where V1(d) � p(1 � p)�(1�2/a), V(â) �
[2a(a � 1)(p � a)2]/(np2), and n is the
number of amino acids used (Nei et al.
2001).

One might question the applicability of
Equation 3 to actual data, because it does
not take into account higher rates of sub-
stitution between similar amino acids than
between dissimilar amino acids (Dayhoff
et al. 1978). Grishin (1995) developed a
complex distance measure by taking into
account the variation in substitution rate
among different amino acid sites as well
as among different pairs of amino acids.
However, this distance can be approximat-
ed very well by a PC gamma distance with
a � 0.65 (Nei and Kumar 2000). Dayhoff’s
PAM distance (Dayhoff 1978) can also be
computed by Equation 3 with a � 2 (Ota
and Nei 1994) or a � 2.25 (Nei and Kumar
2000). Therefore, for most practical pur-
poses, we may use PC gamma distance.

Theoretically one might think that the a
value should be estimated from closely re-
lated sequences, because these sequences
would provide the estimate based on the
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Table 1. Estimates (� standard errors) of divergence times (MY) between mice and rats and between
humans and rodents

Mouse–rat (t) Human–rodent (t2)

Method Linearizeda Stem-lineageb Linearized Stem-lineage

Concatenate distance (CD) approach
dMG (a � 0.57) 32.9 � 2.3 29.4 � 2.1 95.5 � 4.2 94.0 � 4.4
dWA (ā � 0.76) 33.0 � 2.0 30.6 � 2.9 97.6 � 4.4 96.3 � 5.0
dD (a � 2.25) 38.3 � 2.7 35.0 � 2.5 106.3 � 4.6 104.4 � 4.6

Individual protein ( IP) approach
dG (ā � 0.76) 38.5 � 3.2 102.9 � 5.0
dD (a � 2.25) 43.5 � 3.4 107.9 � 4.7

One hundred four genes with a total of 48,092 amino acids were used.
a Linearized tree method.
b Stem-lineage estimation method.

dMG, multiprotein distance; dWA, weighted average distance; dD, Dayhoff PAM distance.

instantaneous rate of amino acid substi-
tution. In practice, however, the estimate
obtained in this way appears to be gen-
erally unduly low to be used for estimating
the divergence times of distantly related
sequences (Zhang and Gu 1998; Nei et al.
2001). Apparently the evolutionary pat-
tern of distantly related sequences should
be described differently from that of close-
ly related sequences.

Concatenate Distance (CD) Approach
Previously we mentioned that to obtain an
unbiased estimate of t1, pairwise concate-
nate distances for all proteins should be
computed and b1 and b3 estimated from
these distances. There are several ways of
concatenating pairwise distances for dif-
ferent proteins to obtain unbiased esti-
mates of b1 and b3, but Nei et al.’s (2001)
study has suggested that (1) multiprotein
(or multigene) gamma distance (dMG) and
(2) weighted average distance (dWA) are
appropriate for this purpose. The dMG is a
PC or PC gamma distance for the concat-
enated amino acid sequence for all pro-
teins, whereas dWA is an average of gamma
distance for different proteins weighted
with sequence length. The variances of
dMG and dWA are obtained by the bootstrap
or the jackknife method by using genes as
the units of resampling.

Divergence Times Between Mice
and Rats and Between Humans
and Rodents

A large number of authors have estimated
the times of divergence between different
groups of mammals by using molecular
data (Dickerson 1971; Eizirik et al. 2001;
Kumar and Hedges 1998; Li et al. 1990),
but the results obtained are conflicting
and controversial (Arnason et al. 1996;
Bromham et al. 1999; Foote et al. 1999). Of
special interest in this regard are the di-
vergence times between mice and rats and
between humans and rodents. Molecular
estimates of these divergence times have
been controversial because the fossil re-
cord is poor (Benton 1993; Easteal 1999)
and rodent genes appear to have evolved
faster than primate genes (Gu and Li
1992). In this article we therefore focus
our attention first on these divergence
times. We use five vertebrate species—
mice, rats, humans, chickens, and Xenopus
laevis—in which the evolutionary relation-
ships are well established and for which
many shared protein sequences are avail-
able. Xenopus is used as an outgroup spe-
cies (Figure 1).

We obtained protein sequence data

from the HOVERGEN database (Duret et
al. 1994). Using the procedure described
by Nei et al. (2001), we then secured 104
putative orthologous proteins with a total
of 48,092 amino acids (see http://
www.bio.psu.edu/people/faculty/nei/lab)
and computed dMG and dWA for all pairs of
species. The gamma parameter (a) for
these distances was estimated by Gu and
Zhang’s (1997) method (the computer pro-
gram is available on the website at http://
mep.bio.psu.edu).

The neighbor-joining (NJ) tree (Saitou
and Nei 1987) and the branch length esti-
mates obtained by using dMG are presented
in Figure 1A. Application of Takezaki et
al.’s (1995) U statistic for the group of
mouse, rat, human, and chicken has
shown that the molecular clock does not
hold and that chicken genes evolved sig-
nificantly slower than mammalian genes
and rodent genes evolved significantly
faster than human genes. Note that in the
present case even a small extent of rate
variation can be detected because a large
number of amino acids are used. However,
because a certain degree of deviation from
the molecular clock hypothesis does not
disturb time estimates seriously (Nei and
Kumar 2000), we constructed a linearized
tree (Figure 1B) to obtain rough estimates
of divergence times for mammalian spe-
cies. We did this under the assumption
that the chicken and mammalian lineages
diverged 310 million years (MY) ago (Ben-
ton 1993; Kumar and Hedges 1998). The
results suggest that the human and rodent
lineages diverged about 96 MY ago and
mice and rats diverged about 33 MY ago
(dMG in Table 1). Interestingly, these esti-
mates are close to those obtained by a dif-
ferent method mentioned below.

Theoretically it would be better to con-
sider the variation of evolutionary rate
among lineages in the estimation of diver-

gence times. The problem is that we usu-
ally do not know how the evolutionary
rate changed with time. In the absence of
this knowledge, the divergence times t1

and t2 may be estimated by assuming that
the branch length between the branch
point (R) of the chicken and the mamma-
lian lineages and the average exterior
node of rodents, which is given by L � [(a
� b)/2 � c � e)] in Figure 1A, corresponds
to 310 MY. In this case t1 and t2 are esti-
mated by t̂1 � [(a � b)/2L)]T and t̂2 � [(a
� b � 2c)/(2L)]T, respectively. We call this
approach the stem-lineage method, and it
gives t̂1 � 31 MY and t̂2 � 96 MY (dMG in
Table 1). These values are very close to
those obtained by the linearized-tree
method, suggesting that the linearized-
tree method gives quite reasonable results
in the present case. Note that the stem-
lineage method can be used only when the
total number of amino acids is so large
that the standard errors of branch length
estimates are small, as in the present case.

In Table 1, the time estimates obtained
by using the weighted average distance
(dMA) are also presented. These estimates
are quite close to those obtained using
dMG. Therefore we can use any of dMG and
dWA for estimating divergence times, but it
is easier to compute dMG than dWA. The var-
iance of dMG in Table 1 was computed by
the jackknife method using genes as the
units of resampling, whereas the variance
of dWA was computed by the bootstrap be-
cause of simplicity.

Previously we mentioned that the tradi-
tional IP method tends to give biased esti-
mates of divergence times. The estimates
of t1 and t2 obtained by this method are giv-
en in Table 1. They are certainly consider-
ably higher than those obtained by the CD
methods. In the present case, the slow evo-
lutionary rate of the chicken sequence also
contributed to the higher values of t̂1 and
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Figure 2. Distribution of single-protein estimates of the divergence time between (A) mice and rats and (B)
humans and rodents. The total number of proteins used is 104.

Figure 3. (A) NJ tree for hominoid species constructed using multiprotein gamma distance (dMG) with a � 0.54
for 27 protein sequences. (B) Linearized tree.

t̂2 obtained by the IP approach. These ex-
plain the higher divergence times (t̂1 � 41
MY and t̂2 � 112 MY) obtained by Kumar
and Hedges (1998), who used the IP ap-
proach.

Figure 2 shows the histograms of t̂1 and t̂2

obtained from individual proteins. The dis-
tribution of t̂1 and t̂2 are quite wide, indicat-
ing that the estimates of t1 and t2 based on
a small number of proteins are unreliable.
Ideally we should use as many genes as pos-
sible, but at least about 20 genes.

Divergence Times for Several
Species of Higher Primates

Another controversial subject with re-
spect to time estimates is that of diver-
gence times for higher primates. The tree
topology for major groups of higher pri-
mates, that is, hominoids, Old World (OW)
monkeys, and New World (NW) monkeys,
is fairly well established (Goodman et al.
1998). However, the divergence times of
these species remain controversial (e.g.,
Arnason et al. 1998; Cao et al. 2000; Horai
et al. 1995; Takahata and Satta 1997). Many
of these studies have been conducted us-
ing mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), but
mtDNA evolves so erratically that the es-
timates obtained using mtDNA appear un-
reliable (Gissi et al. 2000; Glazko GV and
Nei M, unpublished data). We have there-
fore examined the divergence times of
these species by using nuclear proteins.

Four Hominoid Species
We first considered four hominoid species
(humans, chimpanzees, gorillas, and
orangutans) and cattle, for which a rela-
tively large number of orthologous genes
are available and for which mice and rats
can be used as outgroups (see Discus-
sion). In this study we used the paleonto-
logical estimates of the divergence times
between orangutans and humans (about
13 MY) and that between primates and ar-
tiodactyls (about 90 MY) as the calibra-
tion points. The fossil dating of 13 MY for
the human–orangutan divergence was
once questioned (Pilbeam et al. 1990), but
recent study suggests that ‘‘the Sivapithe-
cus–Pongo clade remains the strongest
phylogenetic hypothesis’’ and thus 13 MY
is reasonable (Ward 1997). Archibald
(1996) and Archibald et al. (2001) reported
fossil remains of archaic ungulates that
suggest that the divergence between un-
gulates and other orders of placental
mammals occurred 85–90 MY ago. In this
article we assume that the artiodactyl and
primate lineages diverged 90 MY ago, be-
cause the fossil record usually gives un-
derestimates of divergence times. We use
the two calibration points to examine
whether each of the calibration points
gives similar time estimates for other di-
vergence times. The number of ortholo-
gous proteins used was 27, with a total of
6586 amino acids (http://www.bio.psu.
edu/people/faculty/nei/lab).

The phylogenetic tree with least-squares
estimates of branch lengths is presented in
Figure 3A. Takezaki et al.’s U statistic
showed that the molecular clock hypothe-
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Table 2. Estimates (� standard errors) of divergence times of the human lineage from other primate
species and artiodactyls obtained using Poisson correction (PC) gamma distances

Calibration point Chimp (t1) Gorilla (t2) Orangutan (t3) Artiodactyl (t4)

Concatenated distance (CD) approach
Multiprotein gamma (dMG; a � 0.54)

t4 � 90 MY 5.7 � 1.5 6.0 � 1.4 12.0 � 2.6 90
t3 � 13 MY 6.2 � 0.9 6.6 � 0.8 13 97.8 � 22.7

Weighted average (dWA; ā � 0.95)
t4 � 90 MY 5.4 � 1.5 5.7 � 1.3 11.3 � 2.6 90
t3 � 13 MY 6.2 � 0.9 6.5 � 0.7 13 103.3 � 26.8

Dayhoff PAM distance (a � 2.25)
t4 � 90 MY 6.6 � 1.7 7.0 � 1.5 13.7 � 2.4 90
t3 � 13 MY 6.3 � 0.8 6.6 � 0.7 13 85.6 � 17.5

Individual protein ( IP) approach (ā � 0.95)
t4 � 90 MY 4.4 � 0.8 6.8 � 2.0 12.1 � 1.3 90
t3 � 13 MY 5.3 � 0.9 7.0 � 1.1 13 143.7 � 24.0

Twenty-seven nuclear genes with a total of 6586 amino acids were used.

Figure 4. (A) NJ tree for primates constructed using multiprotein gamma distance (dMG) with a � 0.51 for 12
protein sequences. (B) Linearized tree.

sis cannot be rejected at the 1% level. We
therefore constructed a linearized tree and
estimated the times of divergence for the
four branch points involved (t1, t2, t3, and t4
in Figure 3B). When multiprotein gamma
distance was used with the calibration

point of t4 � 90 MY (primate–artiodactyl
divergence), we obtained 5.7 MY for the di-
vergence between humans and chimpan-
zees (t1), 6.0 MY between humans and go-
rillas (t2), and 12 MY between humans and
orangutans (t3) (Table 2). The estimate of

t3 is a little smaller than the fossil dating
(13 MY), but the difference is not statisti-
cally significant. By contrast, if we use t3 �
13 MY as the calibration point, we obtain
t̂1 � 6.2, t̂2 � 6.6, and t̂4 � 97.8 MY. These
estimates are very close to those obtained
using t4 � 90 MY as the calibration point,
if we consider the extent of standard errors
attached. The estimate of t4 is also rather
close to the calibration point of 90 MY. Es-
sentially the same results are obtained
when weighted average distances (dWA)
with an estimated average a value of 0.95
are used, though the use of calibration
point t4 � 90 MY tends to give smaller es-
timates of other divergence times and the
use of t3 � 13 MY gives a rather high esti-
mate of t4.

Since there is a possibility that the a val-
ue obtained from closely related sequenc-
es is an underestimate, we also tried Day-
hoff’s PAM distance (actually dMG with a �
2.25) to estimate divergence times. This
distance gave more or less the same re-
sults as those obtained by dMG with a �
0.54. This indicates that variation in the a
value does not seriously affect the time es-
timates in the present case as long as a is
0.54–2.25.

When the IP approach is used with cal-
ibration point t4 � 90 MY, the estimates of
t2 and t3 are similar to those obtained by
dMG in the CD approach, but the estimate
of t1 is 4.4 MY and is considerably smaller
than those by the CD approach. This es-
timate is also smaller than the dating of
5.2–6.0 MY of the currently available fossil
remains in the human lineage (Aiello and
Collard 2001; Haile-Selassie 2001). By con-
trast, if we use t3 � 13 MY as the calibra-
tion point, the estimate of t4 becomes very
high, though the standard error of the es-
timate is also very high.

Six Species of Higher Primates
In the above study we did not include any
species of OW and NW monkeys, because
not many orthologous genes were avail-
able from these species. However, we
could collect 12 shared nuclear proteins
(2305 amino acids) from OW monkeys
(macaque) and NW monkeys (mostly mar-
moset), as well as from several other spe-
cies given in Figure 4. These genes were a
subset of the genes used in the study of
hominoid species (see http://www.bio.psu.
edu/people/faculty/nei/lab). Although the
number of genes available is quite small,
we estimated the times of divergence of
the OW and NW monkeys from the human
lineages.

The phylogenetic tree for the six pri-
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Table 3. Estimates of divergence times of the human lineage from other primate species and
artiodactyls

Calibration
point Chimp (t1) Gorilla (t2) Orangutan (t3) OWM (t4) NWM (t5) Artiodactyl (t6)

Concatenated distance (CD) approach
Multiprotein gamma (dMG; a � 0.51)

t6 � 90 MY 6.3 � 3.9 6.8 � 2.9 14.2 � 4.7 23.5 � 4.1 35.2 � 1.4 90
t3 � 13 MY 5.8 � 2.5 6.3 � 0.9 13 21.5 � 5.8 32.3 � 14.7 82.7 � 39.3

Weighted average (dWA; ā � 0.82)
t6 � 90 MY 7.8 � 2.9 9.0 � 2.6 14.5 � 5.8 23.4 � 5.3 34.8 � 2.8 90
t3 � 13 MY 7.0 � 1.8 8.0 � 1.3 13 20.9 � 6.9 31.1 � 18.1 80.4� 52.9

Dayhoff PAM distance (a � 2.25)
t6 � 90 MY 7.6 � 4.8 8.2 � 3.7 16.6 � 5.9 26.9 � 3.2 39.3 � 2.2 90
t3 � 13 MY 5.9 � 2.6 6.4 � 1.0 13 21.0 � 5.8 30.7 � 14.5 70.3 � 36.4

Individual protein ( IP) approach (ā � 0.82)
t6 � 90 MY 3.4 � 1.3 6.7 � 2.7 11.5 � 2.2 23.6 � 3.9 33.6 � 3.5 90
t3 � 13 MY 3.8 � 1.2 7.7 � 1.9 13 33.0 � 6.4 55.4 � 9.6 175.6 � 48.2

Twelve nuclear proteins with a total of 2305 amino acids were used.
OWM: Old World monkeys; NWM: New World monkeys.

mate species, artiodactyls, and two rodent
species is presented in Figure 4A. This tree
was obtained by using the multiprotein
gamma distance (dMG) for 12 protein se-
quences, and rodents were used as out-
group species. In this tree the artiodactyl
proteins evolved significantly faster than
other nonrodent proteins at the 5% level
but not at the 1% level. We therefore con-
structed a linearized tree for nonrodent
species (Figure 4B) and estimated the
times of separation of the human lineage
from the remaining primate species (Table
3).

The time estimates for chimpanzees, go-
rillas, and orangutans when dMG is used
are roughly the same as those in Table 2.
When dWA is used, the estimates tend to
be higher. The time estimates for OW and
NW monkeys are 22–24 MY and 32–35 MY,
respectively, and the two calibration
points give similar estimates. The time es-
timates obtained for artiodactyls when t3

� 13 MY is used as the calibration point
are smaller than those in Table 2 by 10–20
MY, but this difference is small compared
with the standard errors of the estimates.
Dayhoff’s PAM distance also gave similar
time estimates when t6 � 90 MY was used
as the calibration point. However, when t3

� 13 MY was used as the calibration
point, the estimate of the primate–artio-
dactyl divergence time was rather small.

The estimates obtained by the IP ap-
proach were quite unreasonable. When t6

� 90 MY was used as the calibration
point, the estimates of t1, t2, and t3 were
unreasonably low, and when t6 � 13 MY
was used, t̂5 and t̂6 were very large. These
unreasonable results were obtained partly
because the IP method gives biased esti-

mates and partly because the number of
proteins used was small.

Discussion

Generally speaking, estimation of diver-
gence times from molecular data is more
difficult than inference of the topology of
a phylogenetic tree, because most genes
do not evolve at a constant rate. This is
particularly so when the number of genes
or proteins used is small. In Figure 2, we
see that the estimates of t1 and t2 from a
single gene vary extensively, so that the
estimates are not reliable. Our preliminary
study about the number of genes required
for obtaining reasonably good estimates
of t1 and t2 from the dataset used in Table
1 suggested that at least 20 genes should
be used. However, this depends on the re-
lationship between the calibration point
and the time to be estimated. In general,
we need more genes for estimating times
that are older than the calibration point
than for estimating times younger than the
calibration point. This is obvious from Ta-
ble 3, where the standard errors of t̂4 and
t̂5 relative to the means when t3 � 13 MY
was used as the calibration point are
greater than those when t4 � 90 MY was
used. Of course, the number of genes re-
quired also depends on the number of
species used. When a large number of
closely related species are used, the num-
ber can be relatively small because the
standard error of a branch point in a tree
generally decreases as the number of spe-
cies increases (Takezaki et al. 1995).

However, as was mentioned by many au-
thors in the past, the most serious error
in time estimates is generated when inap-

propriate calibration points are used. Un-
fortunately there are not many reliable pa-
leontological data that can be used for
producing reliable timescales. In the case
of primate species, we used two different
calibration points and obtained similar es-
timates for other divergence times. This
gives a higher credibility to our estimates
than those obtained by a single calibration
point.

The fossil record seems to be powerless
in determining the branching order of pri-
mates, artiodactyls, and rodents (Benton
1993). Most molecular studies in the past
have suggested that the primate and artio-
dactyl lineages are closer to each other
than to the rodent. Recently, however, us-
ing 19 nuclear and 3 mitochondrial genes
and a Bayesian method of phylogenetic in-
ference, Murphy et al. (2001) presented a
phylogenetic tree that suggests a closer
relationship between primates and ro-
dents than between primates and artio-
dactyls. Almost all interior branches (or
clades) of this tree are supported by a
high Bayesian posterior probability. How-
ever, since our unpublished work (Suzuki
Y and Nei M) indicates that the posterior
probability of a Bayesian tree often gives
an overestimate of statistical confidence,
we are not convinced that the Murphy
tree is well established. In fact, when we
studied the phylogenetic relationships for
humans, artiodactyls, and rodents by us-
ing 71 protein sequences with a total of
24,952 amino acids (Glazko GV and Nei M,
unpublished), we obtained the tree pre-
sented in Figure 5. Here, chicken and Xen-
opus were used as outgroups. This tree
shows quite clearly that humans are clos-
er to artiodactyls than to rodents. The
Bayesian phylogenetic inference (Huelsen-
beck and Ronquist 2001) for the same da-
taset also gave the same topology and a
credibility value (posterior probability) of
100% for all interior branches. The closer
relationship between humans and artio-
dactyls than between humans and rodents
was also supported by an analysis of an-
other set of 20 proteins (Misawa K and Nei
M, unpublished data). For these reasons,
we decided to use rodents as the outgroup
species in this study, though this has to
be confirmed by using more genes and
more species.

However, it should be noted that our es-
timates of divergence times for primate
species do not depend so much on the
phylogenetic position of rodents, because
we used a linearized tree that was con-
structed by disregarding rodent species.
Therefore, whether rodents are close to
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Figure 5. Phylogenetic tree for primates (humans), artiodactyls (mainly cattle genes), and rodents (mouse and
rat) when chicken and Xenopus are used as outgroups. The tree represents an NJ tree obtained with PC distance
for 71 protein sequences, but the MP and ML trees showed the same topology. The uppermost, middle, and bottom
numbers given for each interior branch (or clade) are the bootstrap values for the NJ, MP, and ML trees, respec-
tively. The bootstrap values for the ML tree are approximate because we used the RELL algorithm of Adachi and
Hasegawa’s (1996) MOLPHY program package. The Bayesian posterior probability was 100% for every interior
branch when a Bayesian tree was constructed. The Bayesian tree was constructed by using the computer program
MRBAYES (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001). Four chains were run for 300,000 generations with a temperature
parameter value of 0.2. Trees were sampled every 20 generations from the last 150,000 generations, and a total of
7500 sampled trees were used for inferring the Bayesian tree.

primates or artiodactyls, we will have
more or less the same time estimates.

Some authors have attempted to esti-
mate divergence times by using several lo-
cal evolutionary rates (e.g., Yoder and
Yang 2000). This approach gives various
estimates of divergence time depending
on the number of different local rates as-
sumed, and at this stage it is difficult to
choose the most appropriate ones. We
should realize that reliable calibration
points are generally scarce and the time
estimates obtainable are quite crude.
Therefore we had better not make too
many assumptions. Of course, if different
groups of organisms are known to evolve
at different rates, divergence times should
be estimated separately for different
groups.

It should also be noted that the evolu-
tionary rate varies with the type of gene
used. Therefore it seems to be important
to use the same type of gene in a given
study. Some authors (e.g., Murphy et al.
2001; Wray et al. 1996) used a mixture of
nuclear genes and mtDNA genes. Since
evolutionary rate varies with the gene and
the gamma parameter value varies with
the type of gene, it is advisable to use the
same type of gene as much as possible. In
particular, mtDNA genes are known to
evolve so erratically that they do not ap-
pear to be suitable for estimating diver-
gence times (Glazko GV and Nei M, unpub-
lished data).
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